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Many numeri al problems in ir uit simulation are aused by the fa t that the underlying di erential algebrai equations (DAE) are singular or have an index greater than one. A new
method for an index one regularization of possibly singular networks is presented here. It an be
applied to linear ele tri al networks ontaining resistors, apa itors, indu tors, independend voltage
and urrent sour es, and nullator-norator pairs. For a sub lass of networks, in luding all regular
ones, our method uses the minimum number of additional elements possible.

Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

Many physi al systems | espe ially ele tri al networks | an be modelled most naturally by di erential
algebrai equations (DAE). The regularity as well as the index of a DAE play ru ial roles on erning
analyti al and numeri al properties [1{3℄. For example on singular and higher index problems small
perturbations of the input may ause arbitrarly large errors in the solution [3℄.
One approa h to over ome the disadvantages related to singular or higher index problems in iruit simulation is the modi ation of the ele tri al network. In this paper, we onsider the following
modi ations to be admissible:
(i) Augmenting the network with either a resistor, a apa itor or an indu tor in series to an existing
bran h.
(ii) Augmenting the network with either a resistor, a apa itor or an indu tor as a new bran h between
two existing nodes.
It is well-known that index one networks an be generated from regular networks using these modi ations
only, see [4℄ and referen es ited there. The method proposed in this paper works for all regular networks
and all singular networks that an be made regular by the modi ations above. Furthermore, our method
generates regular networks of index one using the minimum number of additional elements possible.
For singular networks that annot be made regular by the modi ations (i) and (ii) alone, we propose
an extension of our regularization method whi h again yields regular networks of index one. Unfortunately,
we annot laim minimality in that ase.
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Preliminaries

We on ne ourselves to linear networks ontaining the following types of elements: independent voltage
and urrent sour es, time{invariant resistors, apa itors, indu tors, and nullator{norator pairs. Furthermore, we assume the network graph to be onne ted.
Consider su h a network N onsisting of b bran hes. Let p 2 Rk denotes the ve tor ontaining all
parameters of N , i.e., resistan es, apa itan es, and indu tan es. The ir uit equations of N are given by

A(p) x_ + B(p) x = q(t);
where A and B are parameter dependent 2b  2b-matri es, x denotes the 2b-dimensional ve tor of the
bran h voltages and the bran h urrents, and q denotes the ve tor of the independend sour es.
A network N is said to be regular or solvable if s 7! det(sA(p) + B (p)) is not the zero polynomial [5℄.
Otherwise, the network N is alled singular. The degree of s 7! det(sA(p) + B (p)) with respe t to s is
alled the dynami omplexity. A network N is said to be of index  if the regular part of the asso iated
matrix pen il (A(p); B (p)) has the index  , i.e., the index is the size of the greatest Jordan blo k asso iated
with a hara teristi root at in nity, see [6, 1, 7℄. A network property is said to be met generi ally if the
property under onsideration is met for all p belonging to an open and dense subset of Rk .
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The Algorithm

In order to formulate our algorithm we need to introdu e the on ept of pairs of onjugate trees, see [8,9℄.

De nition 1. Let G be the undire ted network graph of some network
trees of G is alled a pair of onjugate trees (PCT) if

N . A pair (t1 ; t2 ) of spanning

t1 ontains all norator bran hes, no nullator bran h, all voltage sour e bran hes, no urrent sour e
bran h, and some resistor, apa itor or indu tor bran hes, and
(2) t2 ontains all nullator bran hes, no norator bran h, all voltage sour e bran hes, no urrent sour e
bran h, and the same resistor, apa itor or indu tor bran hes as t1 .
(1)

Let C and L denote the sets of apa itor and indu tor bran hes of N , respe tively, and let us denote
the ardinality of any set H by jH j.

De nition 2. A pair of onjugate trees (t1 ; t2 ) is alled normal [4℄ if it maximizes the sum of the number
of tree apa itors and the number of o-tree indu tors among all pairs of onjugate trees of the network
N in question, i.e., if
max fj1 \ C j + jL n 1 j : (1 ; 2 ) is a PCT of Ng
equals jt1 \ C j + jL n t1 j.
The algorithm is given in Tab. 1. The network N2 obtained from this algorithm is generi ally of index
one. The orre tness of the algorithm is implied by the follwing theorem:

Theorem 1. Let N be a linear network ontaining the following types of elements: independent voltage and urrent sour es, time{invariant resistors, apa itors, indu tors, and nullator{norator pairs. We
assume the network graph to be onne ted and that there exists a generi ally regular network resulting
form N applying the modi ations (i) and (ii). Then the network N2 obtained from the algorithm is
generi ally regular and of index one. Furthermore, the network N2 minimizes the number of additional
elements among all generi ally index one networks obtained from N using admissible modi ations only.
Input:
Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:

Network N .
Supplement N by additional indu tor bran hes between ea h pair of di erent nodes, whi h are not
yet onne ted by one bran h. The voltage sour es have to be repla ed by apa itors and the urrent
sour es have to be repla ed by indu tors (see Table 2). We denote the resulting network by N1 .
Determine a normal pair of onjugate trees (t1 ; t2 ) of N1 .
Constru t a network N2 that is obtained from N as follows:

(1) Augment N with either a resistor or an indu tor in series to ea h apa itor bran h or voltage
sour e bran h of N not ontained in t1 .
(2) Augment N with either a resistor or a apa itor in parallel to ea h indu tor bran h of urrent
sour e bran h of N ontained in t1 .
(3) Augment N with either a resistor or a apa itor between ea h pair of nodes onne ted by an
indu tor bran h that is ontained in t1 and N1 but not in N .

Output:

Network N2 .
Table 1.

The algorithm

Before we give the proof we would like to remind the reader of a network-theoreti result. Let
a network as mentioned above. Then there holds [4, Cor. 4.9℄:
(1)
(2)

N
N

is generi ally regular if and only if N has a pair of onjugate trees.
is generi ally of index one if and only if N has a pair of onjugate trees (t1 ; t2 ) with
L \ t1 = ;.
Now, we are able to prove Theorem 1.
2

N

be

C  t1 and

N

N1

Table 2.

Repla ements in step 1

Theorem 2. Let us denote the resistor, indu tor and apa itor bran hes of N by R, L and C , respe tively. To simplify further notations, we will denote the voltage sour e bran hes of N as well as the
apa itor bran hes of N1 resulting from the repla ements a ording to Table 2 by CV S , and the urrent
sour e bran hes of N as well as the indu tor bran hes of N1 resulting from this repla ements by LCS .
Moreover, the additional indu tor bran hes inserted in step 1 will be denoted by LA. We assumed that
there exists a generi ally regular network resulting form N applying the repla ements shown in Table 2.
This implies that the network N1 has a normal pair of onjugate trees (t1 ; t2 ).
Part I: Now, we have to prove that N2 is generi ally of index one. For this purpose we onsider
di erent modi ations of the network N1 :

(a) Augmenting the network with an additional bran h in series to ea h 2 C n t1 yields a new network
with a PCT (t1 [ C; t2 [ C ).
(b) Augmenting the network with an additional bran h in series to ea h 2 CV S n t1 yields a new network
with a PCT (t1 [ C [ CV S ; t2 [ C [ CV S ).
( ) By augmenting the resulting network with a bran h in parallel to ea h l 2 L \ t1 and denoting the set
of supplemented bran hes by Z , we obtain a network with a PCT ((t1 [ C [ CV S [ Z ) n L; (t2 [ C [
CV S [ Z ) n L)).
(d) By augmenting the resulting network with a bran h in parallel to ea h l 2 LCS \ t1 and denoting the
set of supplemented bran hes by Y , we obtain a network with a PCT ((t1 [ C [ CV S [ Z [ Y ) n (L [
LCS ); (t2 [ C [ CV S [ Z [ Y ) n (L [ LCS )).
(e) Repla ing ea h l 2 t1 \ LA by either a resistor or a apa itor yields a new network with the same
PCT as before.
(f) Deleting ea h l 2 LA n t1 yields a modi ed network with the same PCT as above.
Now, if we hoose the new bran hes in (a)-(d) a ording to step 3(i),(ii) of our algorithm, the network
obtained here is nothing else than N2 . The onstru tion above yields a normal pair of onjugate trees
whi h ontains no indu tor bran h and all apa itor bran hes of the network. Hen e, the network N2 is
generi ally of index one [4, Cor. 4.9℄.
Part II: It remains to show that N2 minimizes the number of additional network elements. In this part
we onsider the generi omplexity  of N1 . Let b and b2 denote the number of bran hes on N and N2 ,
respe tively, and let b2 := b2 b. Then there holds ( f. [4, Th. 4.5℄)

 = j(C [ CV S ) \ t1j + j(L [ LCS [ LA) n t1j
= jC j + jCV S j + jLj + jLCS j + jLA j jC n t1 j jCV S n t1 j jL \ t1 j jLCS \ t1 j jLA \ t1 j
| {z } | {z } | {z } | {z } | {z }
= jC j + jCV S j + jLj + jLCS j + jLA j

(a)1

(b)1

b2:

( )1

(d)1

(e)1

(1)

In order to show that N2 ontains a minimal number of additional network elements we onsider a
network N~ onsisting of ~b bran hes and obtained from N using the admissible modi ations with resistor
bran hes only (the other repla ements an be treated similarly). Assume N~ to be generi ally regular, of
index one, and to be minimal with respe t to the additional network elements. Then, it an be veri ed
that N~ may have been obtained from N using the following modi ations only:
(1) Augmenting N with a resistor in series to a apa itor.
(2) Augmenting N with a resistor in series to a voltage sour e.
(3) Augmenting N with a resistor in parallel to an indu tor.
1

Resulting from additional elements a ording to the rst part of the proof.
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(4) Augmenting N with a resistor in parallel to an urrent sour e.
(5) Augmenting N with a resistor as a new bran h between two nodes whi h are not yet onne ted by one
bran h of N .

We denote the sets of additional resistor bran hes resulting from (1)-(5) by RC , RV S , RL , RCS and RA ,
respe tively. Let (t~1 ; t~2 ) denote a normal pair of onjugate trees of N~ and ~b := ~b b := jRC j + jRV S j +
jRL j + jRCS j + jRA j the number of additional bran hes. The generi regularity implies CV S  t~1 and
LCS \ t~1 = ;. Be ause we assumed the generi index to be one we have C  t~1 and L \ t~1 = ;. Hen e,
the generi omplexity of N~ is given by jC j + jLj. Now, we modify N~ as follows:

(a) Repla e ea h voltage sour e by a apa itor and ea h urrent sour e by an indu tor (Table 2). The
generi omplexity of the resulting network is jC j + jCV S j + jLj + jLCS j.
(b) Contra tion of ea h r 2 RC . The new network has a generi omplexity not less than jC j + jCV S j +
jLj + jLCS j jRC j.
( ) Contra tion of ea h r 2 RV S . The new network has a generi omplexity not less than jC j + jCV S j +
jLj + jLCS j jRC j jRV S j.
(d) Delete ea h r 2 RL . The generi omplexity will be not less than jC j + jCV S j + jLj + jLCS j jRC j
jRV S j jRL j.
(e) Delete ea h r 2 RCS . The generi omplexity will be not less than jC j + jCV S j + jLj + jLCS j jRC j
jRV S j jRL j jRCS j.
(f) Repla e ea h r 2 RA by an indu tor. The lower bound of the generi omplexity remains the same as
before.
(g) Supplement the network by additional indu tor bran hes between ea h pair of nodes not onne ted by
one bran h in N~ . The generi omplexity ~ of the resulting network ful lls

~  jC j + jCV S j + jLj + jLCS j + jLAj jRC j jRV S j jRLj jRCS j jRAj
(2)
= jC j + jCV S j + jLj + jLCS j + jLA j ~b:
The network obtained here is nothing else than N1 , i.e., ~ = . Be ause of Eqs. (1) and (2) we have
b2  ~b, i.e., the network N2 has a minimum number of additional elements.
Step 1 and 3 of the algorithm require at most O(b2 ) simple network modi ations. The normal pair
of onjugate trees (see step 2) an be determined using the method presented in [10℄. The omplexity of
the method presented there is O(b4 ). This implies that the number of operations of the whole algorithm
is bounded by a polynomial in b. Be ause the network N1 (step 1) may ontain O(b2 ) bran hes, the
omplexity of the whole algorithm is O(b8 ).
Corollary 1 (To the proof of Theorem 1). Let N , C , CV S , L, LCS , LA and  be de ned as above.
Then the minimal number of additional network elements required to establish an index on regularization
of N using the admissible modi ations is equal to jC j + jCV S j + jLj + jLCS j + jLA j .
4

Regularization of general singular Networks

In this se tion we will propose an extension of our algorithm whi h yields a generially regular index one
network. The extended algorithm is given in Table 3.
Input:
Step 0:
Step 1{2:
Output:

Network N .
Augment N with two apa itors in series to ea h nullator and norator (see Table 4). We
denote the resulting network by N .
Apply the algorithm shown in Table 1 to the network N .
Network N2 .
0

0

Table 3.

The extended algorithm

The following theorem implies the orre tness of this regularization. Observe that we do not laim
minimality for general singular networks.
4

N

N

Table 4.

0

Repla ements of network elements

Theorem 3. Let N be a linear network ontaining the following types of elements: independent voltage
and urrent sour es, time{invariant resistors, apa itors, indu tors, and nullator{norator pairs. We assume the network graph to be onne ted. Then the network N2 obtained from the extended algorithm is
generi ally regular and of index one.
To prove Theorem 2 we need the following graph-theoreti statement:
Let G = (V; E ) be an undire ted omplete graph (i.e., all pairs of nodes are onne ted by a bran h)
with the set V of nodes and the set E of bran hes. Let be E1 ; E2  E , E1 \ E2 = ; and jE1 j = jE2 j.
Furthermore, assume E1 and E2 to be ir uit free. Then there exists a set E3  E n (E1 [ E2 ) su h that
T1 := E1 [ E3 as well as T2 := E2 [ E3 are spanning trees.

Theorem 4. In the following we denote the set V~ of nodes that are in ident to a set E~ of bran hes by
V~ = V (E~ ). First, we will show that there exists a set E3  E n (E1 [ E2) su h that T1 := E1 [ E3 and
T2 := E2 [ E3 are ir uit free and over all nodes. There is at least one set E3 := ; su h that T1 and
T2 are ir uit free (a ording to our assumption). Now, let E3 be hosen in su h a way that it maximizes
the number jV (T1 )j + jV (T2 )j of all nodes overed by T1 and T2 . Assume jV (T1 )j < jV (E )j, i.e., T1 does
not over all nodes ( ontrary to assertion). Then there exists a non empty set fv1 ; : : : ; vs g = V (E n T1 )
and a (only possibly non empty) set fw1 ; : : : ; wt g = V (E n T2) not overed by T1 and T2, respe tively. We
have to onsider three di erent ases:
(1) There are two equal nodes vj = wk . First, we assume V (T1 ) \ V (T2 ) = ;. This implies E3 = ;. The
sets V1 := V (E1 ) and V2 := V (E2 ) are disjoint and non empty. Hen e, there are nodes ui1 2 V1 n V2
and ui2 2 V2 n V1 . We will denote a bran h between the nodes ui1 and ui2 by ui1 ui2 . The new set
E3 := fui1 ui2 g yields a pair T1 := E1 [ E3 and T2 := E2 [ E3 of ir uit free sets of edges with
jTi j = jTi j + 1 > jTi j (i = 1; 2), see Fig. 1(a). This ontradi ts our assumption with respe t to the
maximiality of jT1 j + jT2 j.
Now, let V (T1 ) \ V (T2 ) 6= ;, i.e., there exists a node u 2 V (T1 ) \ V (T2 ). Clearly, u 6= vj . Using
E3 := E3 [ fuvj g one obtains two asso iated ir uit free sets T1, T2 with jTi j > jTij (Fig. 1(b)).
Contradi tion.
(2) There are no equal nodes vj and wk . In this ase, the bran h vj wk is isolated with respe t to T1 and
T2. De ning E3 := E3 [ fvj wk g one gets two ir uit free sets T1 and T2 with a greater ardinality
than T1 and T2, f. Fig. 1( ). This ontradi ts our assumption.
(3) Assume T2 overs all nodes, but not T1 , i.e., V = V (T2 ) = V (T1 ) [ fv1 ; : : : ; vj ; : : :; vs g. Be ause of
jT1 j = jT2 j and jV (T1 )j < jV (T2 )j the ir uit free set T2 onsists of at least two di erent omponents
C1 and C2. Clearly, ea h omponent is a tree. Without loss of generality we assume vj 2 V (C1 ).
Choose an arbitrary u 2 V (C2 ), whi h implies vj 6= u. The bran h vj u onne ts the trees C1 and
C2 . With E3 := E3 [ fvj ug one obtains a new ir uit free set T2. We have to analyse whether the
asso iated set T1 is ir uit free or not. In ase of u 2 V (T1 ) a tree of T1 will be extended by a single
leaf, i.e., T1 := T1 [ fvj ug remains to be a ir uit free. Otherwise, both nodes u; vj 2= V (T1 ) are
isolated with respe t to T1. Obviously, T1 is ir uit free, too. Our onstru tion of T1 ; T2 ontradi ts
the maximality of jT1j + jT2 j.
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Now, we have proved that there is a set E3  E n (E1 [ E2 ) su h that T1 and T2 are ir uit free and over
all nodes. Be ause of jT1j = jT2j and jV (T1 )j = jV (T2 )j (= jV j) the sets T1 and T2 onsists of the same
number l of trees. We will denote the trees of T1 and T2 by C1 ; : : : ; Cl and D1 ; : : :; Dl , respe tively. If l = 1
ea h ir uit free set T1 , T2 is a tree itself. Let l > 1. Then there are integers j1 ; j2 ; k1 ; k2 2 f1; : : :; lg with
j1 6= j2 and k1 6= k2 su h that Cj1 \ Dk1 6= ; and Cj2 \ Dk2 6= ;. Choose v 2 Cj1 \ Dk1 and w 2 Cj2 \ Dk2 .
In both ases of T1 and T2 the bran h vw onne ts two trees. Hen e, using E3 := E3 [ fvwg the resulting
0

5

trees T1 and T2 are ir uit free with exa tly l 1 trees. This pro edure an be applied until one obtains a
pair of spanning trees.
0

0

T2

T1
ui1

vj T2

T1

ui2

T1

vj

wk

T2

u

(a)

(b)
Fig. 1.

()

Sket h to the proof of Lemma 4

Proof (of Theorem 2). First, we will show that N1 has a pair of onjugate trees. After performing
step 0 and step 1 of the extended algorithm one obtains a network N1 ontaining at least one bran h
between all pairs of node, i.e., the network graph G is omplete. Let be E1 and E2 the sets of norator
and nullator bran hes, respe tively. Obviously, E1 and E2 are disjoint. The repla ements a ording to
step 0 imply that E1 and E2 are ir uit free. (More pre isely, E1 and E2 onsists of isolated bran hes.)
Be ause we assumed N ontaining nullator-norator pairs but not single nullators or norators the sets
E1 and E2 have the same ardinality. It follows from Lemma 4 that there exists a set E3 of bran hes
su h that t1 := E1 [ E3 and t2 := E2 [ E3 are spanning trees. All bran hes of N1 whi h are neither a
norator nor a nullator bran h an be resistor, indu tor or apa itor bran hes only. Hen e, t1 ontains all
norator bran hes, no nullator bran h, and some resistor, indu tor or apa itor bran hes, and t2 ontains
all nullator bran hes, no norator bran h, and the same resistor, indu tor or apa itor bran hes as t1 . In
other words, (t1 ; t2 ) is a pair of onjugate trees of N1 .
Now, we have proved that the network N1 obtained from the extended algorithm is generi ally regular.
Applying Part I of the proof of Theorem 1 shows that the asso iated network N2 is generi ally regular
and of index one.

5

Appli ation of the Algorithm

Example 1. Consider the network N given by Fig. 2(a). This network is generi ally of index four. It is
the linear ounterpart of a so{ alled inverse system used to de ode haoti ally modulated signals [11℄.

Augmenting N with two apa itors in series to the nullator and the norator (a ording to Table 4)
yields the network N . To obtain the asso iated network N1 we have to repla e the urrent sour e by
one indu tor, and have to augment the resulting network by further indu tors. Using a normal pair of
onjugate trees of N1 (see Fig. 2(b),( )) and applying step 4 of the algorithm one gets a generi ally regular
index one network N2 (Fig. 2(d),(e)). Note that the pro edure presented here requires only two instead
of three additional elements.
0

Example 2. The ir uit shown in Fig. 3(a) is a simple di erential omparator. The output load resistor

R is ontrolled by a bridge ir uit realized by two operational ampli ers. This ir uit ould be part of a
swit hing power ampli er [12, p. 6-17℄ or a pulse-width-modulated motor speed ontroller (e.g., [12, p. 687℄). The asso iated linearized and idealized network N is given in Fig. 3(b), where we use nullator-norator
pairs instead of operational ampli ers. Be ause the nullators are in parallel, the network N annot ontain
a pair of onjugate trees. It is possible to regularize N using our algorithm. Augmenting N with a single
resistor R (see Fig. 3) one obtains the asso iated network N2 . Observe that su h a resistor R between
the inputs of real operational ampli ers (among other resistors onne ted with ground and power) is very
ommon to a hieve di erent input triggering voltages, e.g. window omparators [13, pp. 128{130℄ and
two-phase nonoverlapping lo k generators [12, p. 6-88℄.
0

0

Example 3. The last example deals with a network onsisting of two omponents, i.e., the network graph

is not onne ted. A possible appli ation is a digital transmission isolator realized by an opti al oupling
devi e (opti al oupler). Opti al ouplers may be modelled by ontrolled sour es. Su h a network has been
sket hed in Fig. 4(a). It ontains a voltage- ontrolled urrent sour e. (Note that in pra ti al appli ations
6
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(b)
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6

(d)
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5

8

7

5

4
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3

1

2
6

(e)

7

3

1

2
6

(f)

Fig. 2. (a) Network N , (b),( ) Network N1 with a normal pair of onjugate trees (t1 ; t2 ), where all indu tor
brnan hes of LA not ontained in (t1 ; t2 ) have been omitted, (d),(e) Resulting network N2 with a normal pair of
onjugate trees, (f) Network modi ed as in [4℄ without optimization

voltage- ontrolled voltage sour es using light-to-voltage onverters as opti al re eiver ir uits are more
ommon, but all four types of ontrolled sour es may ause the singularity des ribed here.) The network is
generi ally regular and of index two. A repla ement of the ontrolled sour e by an \equivalent" network
omposed of nullators, norators and a linear resistor (see [9, pp. 24-25℄) yields a generi ally singular
network N (Fig. 4(b)) with index two. Applying our algorithm one gets a generi ally regular index two
network N2 using two additional elements, see Fig. 4( ). Hen e, it is impossible to augment N by one
additional bran h su h that the resulting network is generi ally regular and of index one at the same
time: If we supplement N with a bran h between one pair of nodes (1; 3), (1; 4), (2; 3) or (2; 4) we obtain
a generi ally regular network. The generi index of this network is two, regardless of wether we had used
one additional resistor, indu tor or apa itor bran h. In ase of an indu tor bran h the matrix pen il of
the resulting network would have two instead of one 2  2 Jordan blo k asso iated with a hara teristi
root at in nity. On the other hand, it is possible to obtain a generi ally singular index one network using
a single additional resistor bran h only. Su h a bran h has to onne t one pair of nodes (3; 4), (3; 6) or
(4; 5) of N . Observe that the last two ases yield networks with a more degenerated stru tur, where the

Fig. 3.

(a) Original omparator ir uit, (b) Network N , ( ) Modi ed ir uit, (d) Network N2
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asso iated matrix pen ils ontain a singular L1 -Krone ker blo k, omp. [5, 14℄. Moreover, augmenting N
with a resistor bran h in series to an arbitrary existing bran h hanges neither the generi singularity nor
the generi index.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4.

()

(a) Original network, (b) Network N , ( ) Modi ed network N2

Con lusions
A systemati method of augmentation that yields generi ally regular index one networks has been given.
For a lass of networks our algorithm uses the minimum number of additional elements possible. The
result of this paper is appli able to linear networks that may ontain resistors, apa itors, indu tors,
independend voltage and urrent sour es, and nullator-norator pairs.
Our algorithm is expressed in terms of network graphs. The number of operations to be performed is
bounded by a polynomial in the number of network bran hes.
Further resear h should be devoted to extend our result to networks ontaining ontrolled sour es,
ideal transformators and gyrators. Moreover, methods for an index two regularization should be derived.
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